
Sequence Tech/Edit Page(PDF) Index Comment Proposed Solution Resolution O/A/R/W Edit Status

Tech 170 Figure 49 Erroneous T5:T2 state transition to state
T3 illustrated

Remove erroneous transition As suggested A Done

IBM-2 Tech 170, 171 Figure 49, 
10.6.4.1

Text includes Transition T6:T5, but Figure
49 does not include this transition

Comparing with 802.3az-2010, Figure 49-16 (LPI Transmit 
state diagram), no such corresponding transition exists.  
Instead 802.3az-2010 illustrates and describes a different 
Transition T6:T2.  To be consistent with 802.3az-2010, 
propose the following: 1) In Figure 49, add Transition 
T6:T2; 2) On pdf page 171, change “Transition T6:T5” to 
“Transition T6:T2”; 3) On pdf page 171, update the text to 
state “The 1 us timer has expired and the port transmits 
LPI...”

As suggested A Done

IBM-3 Tech 170 10.6.4.1 For State T2 Sleep, the following text
implies the LPI Transmit state machine
overrides what is presented on the MII
interface - “The port transmits LPI in
place of Idle...”

Assuming the intent is to not override what is presented 
on the MII interface in State T2 Sleep, the following 
updates are proposed: 1) On pdf page 170, for State T2 
Sleep, remove the following text - “The port transmits 
LPI in place of Idle to indicate entry into LPI Mode.”; 2) 
On pdf page 170, for Transition T1:T2, replace the current 
text as follows - “The port transmits LPI in place of Idle 
to enter LPI Mode.”

As suggested A Done

IBM-4 Tech 170 10.6.4.1 Comparing against 802.3az-2010 (Figure
49-16 – LPI Transmit state diagram), the
conditions causing Transition T2:T1 are
different 

To be consistent with 802.3az-2010, on pdf page 170,
update the Transition T2:T1 text to state “The port does 
not transmit LPI...”

As suggested A Done

IBM-5 Tech 170 10.6.4.1 Comparing against 802.3az-2010 (Figure
49-16 – LPI Transmit state diagram), the
conditions causing Transition T3:T4 are
different 

To be consistent with 802.3az-2010, on pdf page 170,
update the Transition T3:T4 text to state “Tq timer has
expired or the port does not transmit LPI.”

As suggested A Done

IBM-6 Edit 171 10.6.4.1 Unlike States T1, T3 and T4, text for
State T5 Wake does not specify the
tx_mode setting

On pdf page 171, change the State T5 Wake text as
follows - “Set tx_mode to DATA and start Tw timer.”

As suggested A Done

IBM-7 Tech 170, 171 Figure 49, 
10.6.4.1

Comparing against 802.3az-2010 (Figure
49-16 – LPI Transmit state diagram), the
conditions causing Transition T5:T1 are
different. In 802.3az-2010, one of the
conditions required for this transition is
scr_bypass_enable is FALSE, which only
occurs when FEC is not used. Since FC-
FS-4 requires FEC, this transition never
applies.

Remove Transition T5:T1 from the state diagram and
accompanying text. To be consistent with 802.3az-2010,
on pdf page 171, update the Transition T5:T1 text to state
“Tw timer has expired and the port does not transmit
LPI and scr_bypass is FALSE to exit LPI mode. Other 
than LPI is transmitted...”

As suggested A Done

IBM-8 Tech 170, 171 Figure 49, 
10.6.4.1

Comparing against 802.3az-2010 (Figure
49-16 – LPI Transmit state diagram), the
conditions causing Transition T5:T2 are
different. In 802.3az-2010, one of the
conditions required for this transition is
scr_bypass_enable is FALSE, which only
occurs when FEC is not used. Since FC-
FS-4 requires FEC, this transition never
applies.

Remove Transition T5:T2 from the state diagram and
accompanying text. To be consistent with 802.3az-2010,
on pdf page 171, update the Transition T5:T2 text to state
“Tw timer has expired and the port transmits LPI and
scr_bypass is FALSE to stay in LPI mode...”

As suggested A Done

IBM-9 Tech 171 10.6.4.1 Comparing against 802.3az-2010 (Figure
49-16 – LPI Transmit state diagram), the
conditions causing Transition T6:T1 are
different 

To be consistent with 802.3az-2010, on pdf page 171,
update the Transition T6:T1 text to state “The 1us timer
has expired and the port does not transmit LPI to exit
LPI mode. Other than LPI is transmitted...”

As suggested A Done

IBM-10 Tech 172 Figure 50, 
10.6.4.2

“rx_sync” is included but not defined 
anyplace in either FC-FS-4 or 802.3az-
2010

Two possibilities: 1) Define “rx_sync”; or 2) Replace 
“rx_sync” with “rx_block_lock” to be consistent with 
802.3az-2010, Figure 49-17 – LPI Receive state diagram.  
(Prefer solution 2 since it is likely already proven by 
current EEE implementations.)

Accept in principle.  The term "block_lock" is 
not used by Fibre Channel.  The equivalent 
term is "word synchronization".  Need to 
define rx_sync in terms of FC word sync.

A

IBM-11 Tech 172 10.6.4.2 Erroneous listing of Transition R1:R3 Change to “Transition R1:R2”. As suggested A Done



IBM-12 Tech 172 10.6.4.2 Comparing against 802.3az-2010 (Figure
49-17 – LPI Receive state diagram), the
conditions causing Transition R1:R2 are
different 

To be consistent with 802.3az-2010, on pdf page 172,
update the Transition R1:R2 text to one of the following
(depending on resolution to IBM-10): 1) “The local port
receives LPI and rx_sync is TRUE.”; or 2) “The local port
receives LPI and rx_block_lock is TRUE and
block_lock is TRUE.” Also, delete the remaining text
since setting lpi_active and running the Tq timer are
covered by State R2 Sleep text.

We are not tryng to reproduce 802.3az here.  
So, the term "block_lock is not appropriate.  
The text for R1:R2 seems to be mislabeled as 
R1:R3.  Suggested text (#1) seems correct.

A Done

IBM-13 Tech 172 10.6.4.2 Comparing against 802.3az-2010 (Figure
49-17 – LPI Receive state diagram), the
conditions causing Transition R2:R3 are
different 

To be consistent with 802.3az-2010, on pdf page 172,
update the Transition R2:R3 text to state “The Tq timer
has not expired...”

As suggested A Done

IBM-14 Tech 173 10.6.4.2 Comparing against 802.3az-2010 (Figure
49-17 – LPI Receive state diagram), the
conditions causing Transition R5:R1 are
different 

To be consistent with 802.3az-2010, on pdf page 173,
update the Transition R5:R1 text to state “... and LPI is
not received.”

As suggested A Done

IBM-15 Tech 173 10.6.4.2 Transition R5:R6 is missing On pdf page 173, below “Transition R5:R2”, add the 
following - “Transition R5:R6: Twtf timer has expired.”

As suggested A Done

IBM-16 Tech 172, 173 Figure 50, 
10.6.4.2

Comparing against 802.3az-2010 (Figure
49-17 – LPI Receive state diagram),
Transition R6:R1 is missing

To be consistent with 802.3az-2010, propose the following
– 1) In Figure 50, add Transition R6:R1; 2) On pdf page
173, change “State R6 Link Fail” as follows: “Port is in Link
Failure and shall enter the link initialization state
machine (see 7). The variable block_lock is set to
FALSE.” [NOTE: If rx_sync is used, replace “block_lock”
by “rx_sync”.]; 3) On pdf page 173, below “State R6 Link
Fail”, add the following - “Transition R6:R1: Unconditional 
transition to Active state to handle link failure (see 7).”

Reject. In Fibre Channel a link failure requires 
a transition to the initialization state machine.  
The proposed text does not seem to do this 
any better than the existing text since there 
really is no direct transition to R1 from R6.

R

IBM-17 Tech 121, 169 Table 18, 
Table 23

Tables 18 & 23 specify different
Bypass_Timer and Tw values

Update the tables to make the values equal. Remove figure 35 and table 19 (rev. .40) and 
paragraph above figure 35.

A Done

IBM-18 Tech 168, 170, 
172

10.5, Figure 
49, 10.6.4.1, 
Figure 50, 
10.6.4.2

On pdf page 168, Section 10.5 Transmitter Turn
Off mentions a use case of continually
transmitting LPI if the transmitter &/or receiver
does not support being turned off. As currently
illustrated, Figure 49 and Figure 50 have
problems supporting such a use case: 1) In
State T3 Quiet, whether or not the local
transmitter can be turned off not only depends
on local port (transmitter) support, but also on
remote port (receiver) support – Therefore, it is
not valid to set tx_mode=QUIET if the remote
receiver does not support a QUIET state on the
interface; 2) If the local transmitter can not be
turned off, due to Transition T3:T4, the
transmitter will send LPI and ALERT during LPI
Mode operation – This contradicts Section 10.5
where it states “...LPI shall be transmitted during the
LPI Mode” (i.e. does not mention ALERT
transmission); 3) In Figure 50, if the remote
transmitter was to constantly send LPI
throughout LPI Mode, the receiver would end up 

1) Modify Figures 49 and 50 (and State/Transition text) to
include a “Fast Wake” state (and associated transitions)
per 802.3bj/D2.2, Clause 82, Figures 82-16 and 82-17,
respectively, to more cleanly handle this case by allowing
LPI transmission for the duration of LPI Mode – Entry to
this state would only be from State {T1/R1} Active, and
exit from this state would only be to State {T1/R1} Active;
2) Update text for State T3 Quiet as follows - “If the local
port supports it (see 10.5), tThe Transmitter is turned
off.”; 3) Update Section 10.5 to include the following
sentence - “For ports not capable of turning off their local
transmitter, and/or whose receiver is not capable of
supporting a remote transmitter which is turned off, the
LPI_FW variable shall be set to TRUE at both sides of the
port.”

Accept in principal. Update state machine as 
shown in 14-192v1.

A Done

IBM-19 Edit 169, 172 Table 24, 
Figure 50

Table 24 and State R5:WTF mention the
“Twtf Timer”. This is inconsistent with
other references to “Twf Timer”.

In Table 24 and Figure 50, change reference to “Twf
Timer”.

Accept in principal.  There is definitely an 
inconsistency here.  But personally, I like the 
"WTF" timer…

A Done



IBM-22 Tech 167 10.1 Though FC-EE provides for wake time
negotiation at the Link service level, the
negotiation aspect lacks clarity based on
the current description contained in FC-
FS-4.

Based on text appearing in 802.3az-2010 Sections 78.1 &
78.4, in FC-FS-4 Section 10.1, Update: “Energy Efficient
operation is negotiated per link using a login bit either in
the FLOGI/PLOGI, for N_Ports, or in the ELP for E_Ports
(see FC-LS-3). Wake parameters may be set using the
EEEP ELS, for N_Ports (see FC-LS-3), or the EEEP
SW_ILS, for E_Ports (see FC-SW-6).” To instead read:
“FC-EE specifies means to exchange capabilities between
link partners to determine whether Energy Efficient
operation is supported and to select the best set of
parameters common to both devices. Energy Efficient
operation is negotiated per link using a login bit either in
the FLOGI/PLOGI, for N_Ports (see FC-LS-3), or in the
ELP for E_Ports (see FC-SW-6). Devices use the Exchange
Energy Efficient Parameters Extended Link Service defined
in FC-LS-3 or Switch Fabric Internal Link Service defined
in FC-SW-6 to negotiate system wake-up times from the
transmitting link partner via wake time (Tw) parameter 

Accept in principal. Re-introduce EEEP ELS 
and SW_ILS per 14-036v0.

R Looking at this again, text is 
incorrect.  There is no 
negotiation taking place.  One 
side simply tells the other 
what it wants.  Given this, do 
we really need to update the 
text?

IBM-23 Tech 170, 171, 
172, 173

10.6.4.1, 
Figure 49, 
10.6.4.2, 
Figure 50

Comparing against 802.3az-2010, LPI 
state diagram transitions lack clarity and 
precision, which could lead to 
interoperability problems between 
different vendor implementations.

Based on 802.3az-2010 Clause 49, do the following: 1) 
Preface the LPI Mode Transmitter State Diagram section 
with sections defining Variables, Functions, Counters and 
Timers used in the LPI transmitter and receiver state 
diagrams; 2) For each State Transition, specify the 
associated logic equation (if possible, include the logic 
equation directly on the associated state diagram; 
otherwise, include with the state transition text below the 
state diagram).

Accept in principal. State variable section to 
be completd. Editor to work on way of inclding 
state logic equations.

A Done.

IBM-24 Edit 171 10.6.4.1 State T6:SCR Bypass and Transition 
T6:T5 (T6:T2 after applying IBM-2) 
mention the “1 us” timer.  This should 
instead be more precisely identified as 
the “Bypass_Timer”.

Update as follows: 1) “State T6 SCR Bypass: Disable 
64B/66B scrambling for time defined by Bypass_Timer.”; 
2) “Transition T6:T2: The Bypass_Timer has expired, ...”

As suggested A Done

Broadcom-1 T 107 5.4.4, Fibure 
27

The middle scrambler tap is misplaced. To match the equation (and the IEEE 802.3 scrambler) the 
tap should be on the output of S38, not S37.

As suggested A Done

IBM-20 T 5.6.1.2 Two Alignment Marker insertion 
conditions are described: 1) Non-EE, and 
2) EE and not in the ACTIVE state and 
count_down field is non-zero.  The 
current text does not comprehensively 
cover all conditions.

Change the text on pdf page 2 to state: “The first 514b of 
every 4096th FEC codeword shall be the following 
sequence (sent right to left) when either not operating in 
FC-EE mode, or operating in FC-EE mode and in the 
ACTIVE state:”

Does not apply to current text. R

IBM-21 T 5.6.1.2 For FC-EE mode operation, reference is 
made to the “count_down (CD)” field with 
reference to 802.3bj.  Where and how 
this field is sourced by the TX side and 
subsequently checked by the RX side is 
not defined.

Add appropriate state diagrams and descriptive text to 
specify where and how this field is sourced by TX and 
checked by RX.  As a starting point, perhaps it makes 
sense to model such specifications on Figures 82-16 and 
82-17 of 802.3bj, with appropriate updates for the FEC 
layer (rather than PCS).

Accept in principal.  FC-EE support for 
128GFC deferred to FC-FS-5.

A Done

IBM-25 T 101-105 5.4-5.4.4 Unlike Section 5.3.2 “64B/66B 
Transmission Word format” (NOTE 4), 
Section 5.4 “256B/257B transmission 
code” specifies no ordering requirements 
for processing and thereafter transmitting 
data serially across the FC physical 
medium.  Not doing so exposes different 
vendor implementations to 
interoperability issues across a FC link.

Similar to 802.3bj, Figure 91-6 (Transmit bit ordering) and 
Figure 91-7 (Receive bit ordering), incorporate diagrams 
such as those illustrated below somewhere in Section 5.4 
(see "Bit Order" sheet of this document.)

As suggested A Done



IBM-27 E 184 10.6.4.2

Transition T6:T1 mentions the “1 us” 
timer.  This should instead be more 
precisely identified as the 
“Bypass_Timer”.

Update as follows: “Transition T6:T1: The Bypass_Timer 
timer has expired...”

As suggested A Done

IBM-28

E 111

Figure 29 Arrow from “RS-FEC_codeword” to
“Reed-Solomon Encoder” block is not in
the correct place.

Reformat the diagram for proper arrow placement. As suggested A Done

IBM-29 T 111 Figure 29 The bit stream order into the Receiver 
illustrated at the bottom of the figure is 
reversed from the original proposed 
solution (see 14-156v0, Slide 3). 
Because the direction of the bit stream 
arrows is opposite compared to the 
Transmitter illustration (Figure 28), 
illustrating the same bit stream order (bit 
5279 on the top, bit 0 on the bottom) in 
Figures 28 and 29 is incorrect. Note 
further that this is also inconsistent with 
802.3bj D3.2, Figure 91-7 - Receive bit 
ordering (compared to Figure 91-6 – 
Transmit bit ordering).

Reversal of the bit stream order in Figure 29 with bit 0 on 
the top and bit 5279 on the bottom (consistent with the 
original proposed solution) is needed to make these 
figures consistent.

As suggested A Done

IBM-30 T 120 5.6.2.5 128GFC Transmit bit order text and 
figure not yet included

Incorporate text and figure appearing in 14-156v0, Slides 
4 and 5.

As suggested
A Done

IBM-31 T 121 5.6.2.11 128GFC Receive bit order text and figure 
not yet included

Incorporate text and figure appearing in 14-156v0, Slides 
4 and 6.

As suggested
A Done

IBM-32 T N/A N/A RS-FEC codeword examples not yet 
included

Incorporate 14-161v0 (RS-FEC Codeword Examples) as 
an informative annex. (NOTE: 14-161v0 was developed to 
close out FC-FS-4 Action Item 1404-07...)

As suggested A Done


